
 

the Freiburg tagung provided an extraordinary insight into recent research on the transfor-
mations of the region of the breisgau and of the territory round konstanz at the end of the 
roman period. As a scholar who has worked almost as much on the british as on continen-
tal history, i was struck repeatedly by the possibility of drawing comparison with work on 
late roman and early medieval britain.

hadrian’s wall and its surrounding area was, of course, as much a part of the roman limes 
as the rhineland, upper reaches of the danube and the Agri Decumates. until relatively re-
cently the last phases of the wall forts and the subsequent development of the region were 
scarcely discussed: there was an assumption that with the (supposed) withdrawal of roman 
troops by constantine iii in c. 406, the zone was largely abandoned. At the same time, the 
dominant model for the interpretation of the establishment of the Anglo-saxon kingdoms 
took for granted a substantial migration across the north sea from north germany and 
Jutland. these two models of abandonment and of invasion implied that the history of the 
northern provinces of britannia, and indeed of britannia as a whole, was very different from 
what is now being envisaged for south-west germany.

recent work, however, has allowed an interpretation of the end of roman britain and of 
the establishment of the Anglo-saxon kingdoms, which has very much more in common 
with Alamannia than was previously possible. First, the scale of the Anglo-saxon migration 
has been questioned.1 moreover, even those who envisage large-scale migration have recog-
nised that it must have occurred over a very considerable period, and that we are not dealing 
with one major invasion, bede’s Adventus Saxonum. the tales of Anglo-saxon origins, in 
bede’s Ecclesiastical History, written in the early 730s, in the Historia Brittonum, compiled in 
the british kingdom of gwynedd (north wales and Anglesey) in the late 820s, and in the 
Anglo-saxon chronicle set down in wessex in the early 890s, are all representatives of the 
genre of Origo Gentis, and tell us rather more about ideology at the time of composition than 
they say about the reality of the Anglo-saxon invasion.2 besides, if we look at the northern 
part of the roman province of britannia, the region that would become northumbria, there 
is the additional problem that there is no proper origin legend: even bede, who spent all his 
life in the territory of the rivers tyne and wear, supplies no account of the coming of a group 
of Anglian invaders.

if we turn to the archaeology, we find that it does not support the traditional model of 
Anglo-saxon invasion and the conquest (even annihilation) of the britons. rather the pic-
ture is a good deal closer to the picture that is now emerging from south-western germany. 

1 A useful summary of the debates is catherine hills, origins of the english, london 2003.
2 Patrick sims-williams, the settlement of england in bede and the chronicle, in: Anglo-sa-

xon england 12 (1983), p. 1–41; nicholas higham, king Arthur. myth-making and history, 
london 2002, p. 98–169.
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unfortunately until the late 1960s no roman site in britain was excavated in such a way as 
to reveal its immediately post-roman history. the first major excavation to look carefully at 
the last phases of roman occupation, and of what followed, was that of Phil barker at wrox-
eter, where there was major rebuilding in the fifth century that barker tentatively suggested 
might be seen as reflecting supervision by a bishop.3 unfortunately wroxeter did not survive 
as a bishopric into the Anglo-saxon period, and therefore there is no comparison to be 
drawn between the british city and konstanz. even so, the excavation raised very important 
issues for an understanding of continuity beyond 406.

more important, if we are thinking about hadrian’s wall in parallel to the rhine-danube 
limes,4 is the subsequent excavation by tony wilmott at birdoswald, one of the wall forts 
(latin name, Banna). the deliberate destruction of the roman granaries, and construction 
of a massive timber hall on the site of one of them in the late- or immediately post-roman 
period, together with the apparent continuing use of the western gate for defensive purposes, 
suggested that the fort was transformed from being a garrison centre within the roman 
command to being the home of a warlord.5

As yet no other site on the wall has revealed such clear evidence of political and social 
change, although wherever there has been modern archaeological investigation evidence of 
continuity after 406 has been apparent. certainly there were some late- or post-roman de-
velopments at housesteads6 and Vindolanda.7 Perhaps the most suggestive site is that of the 
fort of Arbeia, at south shields, at the mouth of the river tyne. here most of the excavations 
took place in the nineteenth century. in fact the Victorian archaeologists assumed that the 
fort was used in the early Anglo-saxon period, and that it was only destroyed by the Vikings. 
during the twentieth century little attention was paid to this argument. more recently, 
however, Paul bidwell has noted that there were Anglo-saxon finds from the site. equally 
important, he has identified a reference by the monks of tynemouth across the river to Urfa 
as referring to Arbeia: indeed the philologists have confirmed that Urfa could be a deformed 
version of the name Arbeia.8 what is particularly interesting is that the monks of tyne-
mouth remembered Urfa as the birthplace of a northumbrian king (oswine). the implica-
tions of this would seem to be that the roman fort of Arbeia was used by northumbrian 
royalty in the pre-Viking period. it is all the more interesting in that Arbeia is just across the 
tyne from tynemouth, which is attested as a royal burial site: it was adjacent to the finest 
harbour in the north of england, known now as the Jarrow slake and in the pre-Viking 
period as the portus Ecgfridi. the ecgfrith in question was the king who founded Jarrow, 
two miles away from Arbeia, on the other side of the slake, in c.682, and he would also seem 
to have founded a nunnery, the Minster Ecgfridi, which was perhaps very close to the walls 

3 roger white and Philip barker, wroxeter. life and death of a roman city, stroud 1998, p. 
118–136.

4 see in general, the late roman transition in the north. Papers from the roman Archaeology 
confernce, durham 1999, ed. by tony wilmott and Pete wilson (british Archeaological 
reports, british series 299), oxford 2000; rob collins and lindsay Allason-Jones, Finds 
from the Frontier. material culture in the 4th-5th centuries (council for british Archaeology 
research report 162), london 2010.

5 tony wilmott, birdoswald roman Fort. 1800 years on hadrian’s wall, stroud 2001, p. 113–
126.

6 James crow, housesteads. A fort and garrison on hadrian’s wall, stroud 2004, p. 113–118.
7 robin birley, Vindolanda. A roman frontier fort on hadrian’s wall, stroud 2009, p. 169–

172.
8 Paul bidwell and stephen speak, excavations at south shields roman Fort, vol. 1, newcastle 

upon tyne 1994, p. 45–47.
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of the roman fort.9 Although Yeavering and bamburgh are traditionally regarded as the 
major royal centres of the northern part of the northumbrian kingdom, the evidence for 
their significance only relates to a short chronological period: Arbeia might, therefore, have 
been the chief royal centre in the territory of the Bernicii for much of the seventh and eighth 
centuries.

the evidence from birdoswald and Arbeia would seem to suggest that at least some of the 
forts of hadrian’s wall continued to have a function in the post-roman and early medieval 
period. given the absence of any clear origin legend for northumbria, it may be that we 
should reconsider the origins of at least the northern part of the northumbrian kingdom: 
the so-called territory of the Bernicii. the name itself is interesting, being celtic rather than 
Anglo-saxon, which tends to confirm the idea that we are not dealing with a significant 
influx of invaders.10 one possible model for the origins of the kingdom of the Bernicii is that 
it developed out of the military world of hadrian’s wall.11 An argument against this might 
seem to be that the kingdom, despite its original british name, was thought of as Anglian. 
An answer to this may lie in the military population of the wall. it has, in fact, been argued 
that there had long been a significant ‘germanic’ population in britain, indeed that it had 
been present throughout the roman period.12 we can say with absolute confidence, from 
the evidence of inscriptions, that a significant element of the roman army on the wall was 
of germanic extraction, being drawn particularly from the rhineland. we also hear that 
Alamans were sent to defend britain, although we do not know on which frontier they were 
placed.13 Perhaps, then, the germanic leaders of the Bernicii were not primarily incomers 
who arrived in the course of the fifth and sixth centuries, but rather the descendents of ger-
manic troops settled in the frontier zone by successive generations of roman emperors. 
moreover, although the roman army was supposedly withdrawn from britain in c. 406, it 
is highly unlikely that the limitanei, as opposed to the comitatenses, were moved. some de-
velopments in the hadrian’s wall zone might then have been analogous to those in breisgau 
and more generally the rhine and danube limes zone.

there are certainly also some differences between britain and south-west germany. the 
development of konstanz as an ecclesiastical centre has no good parallel in northumbria. 
originally there was only one bishopric for the whole of the kingdom: in so far as there was 
an episcopal centre it depended on the individual bishop. Aidan in the 630s and his immedi-
ate successors tended to be based in the island monastery of lindisfarne. wilfrid preferred 
York, which had, of course, been a major roman centre – and York did come to be a fixed 
diocesan centre by the beginning of the eighth century: indeed it would appear to have been 
a centre of episcopal but not royal power.14

we unfortunately know very little about the precise situation of most british bishoprics, 
and there is nothing to indicate that Anglo-saxon bishoprics were directly established in 
centres which had previously been used by the british church. in the south of england, as 

9 ian wood, monasteries and the geography of power in the Age of bede, in: northern history 
45, 1 (2008), p. 11–25, at p. 12, p. 19–20.

10 John t. koch, the gododdin of Aneurin. text and context from dark Age north britain, 
cardiff 1997, p. 216, n. 566.

11 Fred orton, ian wood and clare A. lees, Fragments of history. rethinking the ruthwell 
and bewcastle monuments, manchester 2007, p. 110–115.

12 stephen oppenheimer, the origins of the british, london 2007.
13 orton and wood, Fragments of history (cf. fn. 11), p. 114.
14 david rollason, northumbria, 500–1100. creation and destruction of a kingdom, cam-

bridge 2003, p. 202–208.
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opposed to northumbria, it is true that when christianity was reintroduced in the late sixth 
and seventh centuries roman and Frankish missionaries tended to establish their diocesan 
centres in old roman cities: for example in canterbury, rochester, london, winchester and 
dorchester. the burgundian Felix used a roman fort as his diocesan centre in the kingdom 
of the east saxons.15 this concentration on roman sites, however, seems to reflect papal 
policy rather than any continuity with the british past. similarly, wilfrid’s decision to estab-
lish his diocesan centre in York is likely to reflect his reverence for roman tradition, which 
he associated with the city of rome and the papacy.

the placing of monasteries within roman forts is also well attested in Anglo-saxon eng-
land. the saxon shore fort of bradwell-on-sea in essex was taken over as a monastery by 
cedd, and the irishman Fursey was given Cnobheresburg (probably burgh castle, in 
norfolk).16 in northumbria the best example of the placing of a monastery within a roman 
fort is probably to be found at bewcastle, very close to birdoswald.17 Although we have no 
clear information about the establishment of a monastery there, it would seem to be proven 
by the existence of a major sculptural monument, whose iconography and inscriptions are 
likely to indicate a monastic context. it was erected on the pavement of the via principalis of 
the roman fort of Fanum Cocidii, directly opposite the bath house. the site of bewcastle 
was clearly a numinous one: its latin name, associating it with the celtic god cocidius, sug-
gests that it has been a place of cult before the roman period, and that the fort was an at-
tempt to control that cult: the foundation of a monastery on the same site may well have 
been an attempt to eliminate its pagan connotations.

to this example we may add the evidence of wilfrid’s northumbrian monasteries, at 
hexham and ripon. while not actually built within roman urban sites, they were situated 
near to roman settlements, and were certainly built out of reused roman masonry. the 
same can be said of Jarrow, and also of the eighth-century church at escomb, which was in 
all probability monastic, although nothing is known of the monastery to which it suppos-
edly belonged.18

strictly speaking the evidence from the wall zone largely relates to forts rather than towns 
or cities. one needs to move some distance south to find evidence for truly urban life. the 
most obvious urban settlement is York, in the southern part of northumbria: indeed in the 
region known as the province of the Deiri, which was distinct from the northern province 
of the Bernicii. the major archaeological excavation under the minster in York in the 1960s 
certainly revealed some very interesting developments within the principia building in the 
late-roman period, although, unfortunately, the chronology for those developments, and 
especially their end-date, remains unclear, with the excavator, derek Phillips, and martin 
carver, who edited Phillips’ report, coming to radically different conclusions.19 From the 
large number of animal bones belonging to fifth-century contexts, however, it would seem 
that the York principia building was still in use after the traditional date of the end of roman 

15 richard hoggett, beyond bede. the history and Archaeology of the east Anglian missions, 
norwich 2010, p. 6–7.

16 hoggett, beyond bede (cf. fn. 15).
17 orton and wood, Fragments of history (cf. fn. 11), p. 13–31.
18 tim easton, Plundering the Past. roman stonework in medieval britain, stroud 2000, p. 

111–132, p. 146–147.
19 derek Phillips and brenda heywood, excavations at York minster, vol. 1, From roman 

Fortress to norman cathedral, london 1995.
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britain, but that it was being used for feasting rather than administration.20 it could, there-
fore, indicate the sort of transformation noted already for birdoswald: the emergence within 
a dilapidated roman landscape of a warlord.

the presence of animal bones, indicating changing use within roman towns and settle-
ments, has been noted in archaeological sites from throughout england. the most recent set 
of excavations to show this are those at binchester, midway between York and hadrian’s 
wall (and indeed the roman site closest to the Anglo-saxon church at escomb, already 
mentioned).21 it would seem that the towns of roman britain were not abandoned when 
imperial rule ended, even if many, or all, of the buildings fell into decay, but rather that they 
came to have social and economic functions other than those for which they were originally 
intended: although it should also be noted that the origins of the shift towards these new 
functions are already apparent in the late-roman period.

the kingdom of the Deiri, which centred on York and the land to the north of the roman 
city, may well have had rather different origins from that of the Bernicii. certainly there is 
greater archaeological evidence for the presence of incomers, with a group of significant 
Anglian cemetery sites in the humber area – the long fjord running towards York from the 
north sea.22 nevertheless, the name Deiri, like Bernicii, is celtic. moreover stable isotope 
analysis from the cemetery at west heslerton, on the river derwent to the north of York, 
does not support the idea of an overwhelming population change: the sample considered 
suggested that 60% of the population had originated locally, 20% had come from across the 
north sea, but, very remarkably, the final 20% suggested internal migration, from west of 
the Pennines.23 in the case of west heslerton migration within britain was as important as 
migration across the north sea.

moreover, there may be one other reason for thinking that the kingdom of the Deiri de-
veloped at least in part out of the roman past. to the north of York, in the heartland of the 
Deiri, lies the village of hovingham, which itself is the centre of an area which boasted a 
significant cluster of seventh-century monasteries, identified from the written sources and 
from the presence of high-quality stone sculpture. Further, those monasteries for which we 
have written evidence are known to have been royal foundations. this would seem then to 
have been an area dominated by the northumbrian royal dynasty.24

in this context hovingham itself, which boasts one of the finest pieces of early Anglo-
saxon sculpture would seem significant. it lies at the end of a long road, still known as the 
street, which runs from the roman military centre of malton.25 Finds in the eighteenth 
century showed that under the present country house (hovingham hall) there are the re-
mains of a very substantial roman villa, with mosaics of high quality. recent air photogra-
phy reveals that the villa was set in a large elaborate garden. it has reasonably been inferred 
that this was the official residence of the functionary or officer who was in command of 
malton, or was perhaps the provincial governor. the place name, hovingham, has usually 

20 Adam rogers, late roman towns in britain. rethinking change and decline, cambridge 
2011, p. 163–165.

21 iain Ferris, the beautiful rooms are empty. excavations at binchester roman Fort, county 
durham 1976–1981 and 1986–1991, durham 2010, vol. 1, p. 92–95, vol. 2, p. 553–556.

22 bruce n. eagles, the Anglo-saxon settlement of humberside (british Archaeological re-
ports, british series 68), oxford 1979, 2 vols.

23 Paul budd, Andrew millard, carolyn chenery, sam lucy and charlotte roberts, investi-
gating Population movement by stable isotope Analysis: a report from britain, in: Antiquity 
299 (2004), p. 127–141, at p. 135–136.

24 wood, monasteries (cf. fn. 9), p. 16–18.
25 richard morris, churches in the landscape, london 1989, p. 122.
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been explained as being derived from an unidentified leader called hofa, and thus as the 
‘hAm of hofa’s people’. equally likely, however, is the derivation from the germanic Hof, 
which would suggest that this was a centre of power.26 Perhaps, then, the kingdom of the 
Deiri, like that of the Bernicii, emerged out of the remnants of the roman military com-
mand structure, dominated not by the commanders of the elite comitatenses, but by the 
leaders of the remaining limitanei, enhanced, perhaps, in the case of the Deiri, with ger-
manic federates recruited in the fifth century, whose presence is well attested by gildas.

this reading of the northern parts of the roman province of Britannia, suggests a set of 
developments rather closer to those implied by the recent work in south-western germany 
presented at the Freiburg conference, than did the old model of Anglo-saxon invasion and 
british collapse. it is, of course, hypothetical, because we lack contemporary written docu-
mentation from both regions. the similarities do, nevertheless, raise the possibility that 
comparative work on the two regions might help to develop a rather different model for 
transformation in the limes area in the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries than the pattern of 
collapse that used to be envisaged.

26 wood, monasteries (cf. fn. 9), p. 18.
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